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Introduction
This paper talks about the novel venture called Tamil Kalam and the lessons learned from this
initiative. Tamil Kalam is a portal for teaching Tamil and providing Tamil learning resources
for worldwide Tamils. It is a valuable resource to the students as well as the teachers of
Tamil. It gives valuable tips and techniques to read and write Tamil, interesting anecdotes and
little known facts about Tamil.

îñ¤ö¢è¢è÷î¢î¤ù¢ °ø¤ò¤ôè¢°ñ¢ «ï£è¢èºñ¢
--------

îñ¤ö¢è¢ èô¢õ¤ò¤ù¢ õ÷ó¢ê¢ê¤è¢°ñ¢ «ññ¢ð£ì¢®ø¢°ñ¢ ¶¬í¹ó¤»ñ¢ ðô¢«õÁ ðí¤èÀè¢°ñ¢
ð¬ìð¢¹èÀè¢°ñ¢ àÁ¶¬íò£è¾ñ¢ ð£ôñ£è¾ñ¢ Þ¼î¢îô¢.
àôè÷£õ¤ò ï¤¬ôò¤ô¢ îñ¤ö¢ èø¢øô¢ èø¢ð¤î¢îô¢ ªî£ìó¢ð£ù è¼î¢¶ð¢ ðó¤ ñ£ø¢øî¢î¤ø¢°
å¼ è÷ñ£èî¢ î¤èö¢îô¢.
îñ¤ö¢ èø¢øô¢ èø¢ð¤î¢îô¤ù¢ ðò¤ø¢Á º¬ø¬ñè¬÷ «ññ¢ð´î¢î¾ñ¢, õ÷ð¢ð´î¢î¾ñ¢ ãø¢ø
Ýè¢èð¢ ðí¤è¬÷ «ñø¢ªè£÷¢÷ô¢.
îñ¤ö¢ èø¢ø½è¢°î¢ ¶¬í¹ó¤»ñ¢ ðô¢«õÁ èø¢øô¢ èø¢ð¤î¢îô¢ è÷ë¢ê¤òé¢è¬÷»ñ¢,
¶¬íð¢ªð£¼÷¢è¬÷»ñ¢ ð¬ìð¢ðîø¢°ñ¢ ðè¤ó¢ï¢¶ªè£÷¢õîø¢°ñ¢ õö¤õ°î¢îô¢.
îñ¤ö¢ èø¢øô¢ èø¢ð¤î¢îô¢ ªî£ìó¢ð£ù Ýò¢¾è¬÷ «ñø¢ªè£÷¢÷¾ñ¢, Üõø¢¬øð¢ðè¤ó¢ï¢¶
ªè£÷¢÷¾ñ¢ áè¢°õ¤î¢îô¢.
õ°ð¢ð¬øò¤ô¢ ðòù¢ õ¤¬÷¾ ñ¤è¢è èø¢øô¢ èø¢ð¤î¢îô¢ Ü¬ìõ¤ø¢°ð¢ ¹î¤ò Üµ°º¬øè÷¢
îèõô¢è÷¢ ºîô¤òõø¢¬øð¢ ðòù¢ð´î¢î àî¾îô¢
îñ¤ö¢è¢
èô¢õ¤«ò£´
ªî£ìó¢¹¬ìò
ðô¢¶¬øè¢
è¬ôê¢ªê£ø¢è¬÷
à¼õ£è¢èè¢è¼î¢¶è¬÷ð¢ ðè¤ó¢ï¢¶ ªè£÷¢÷ô¢

Tamil Kalam teaches to read and write Tamil in an easy manner. Tamil alphabets that are
easy to write are introduced in sequence. Words are formed with the letters introduced.
Alphabets that are introduced in lesson 1 are formed in anti-clockwise manner. From lesson
two onwards, alphabets are formed in clockwise manner. As alphabets and words are
introduced for reading, lessons for writing practice also are given at intervals. So as one learns
the alphabets and words, one will be able to read and write the words introduced.
Tamil Kalam has a lot of multimedia content to augment the instructional material. Images,
sounds, songs galore in the site. However, Tamil Kalam is also designed to work well with a
narrow bandwidth. The images used are optimised and the audio files are compressed to
download quite quickly.
Tamil Kalam also has reading and writing exercises so that the users can practice extensively
to read and write Tamil. Another feature of Tamil Kalam is the numerous quizzes given

throughout the learning material. These quizzes programmed in JavaScript are given as match
the following type questions, true or false questions among other formats. Thus users are
constantly encouraged to test their learning of Tamil using the site.

ð£ì Ü¬ñð¢¹
îñ¤ö¢è¢è÷î¢î¤ô¢ ð£ìé¢è÷¢ Íù¢Á ªð¼ñ¢ ð°î¤è÷£è Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷ù.
ð°î¤ 1: â¿î¢¶è÷¢ Üø¤ºèºñ¢ Üõø¢ø£ô£ù ªê£ø¢è¬÷ð¢ ð®î¢î½ñ¢ â¿î½ñ¢
ð°î¤ 2: ªê£ø¢è÷ë¢ê¤òñ¢ ªð¼è¢èñ¢
ð°î¤ 3: «èì¢ìô¢, «ð²îô¢, ð®î¢îô¢, â¿¶îô¢ Ýè¤ò î¤øù¢è÷¤ô¢ àòó¢ï¤¬ô âò¢¶îô¢¢
ð°î¤ 1
ð°î¤ åù¢ø¤ô¢ ðî¤ù£ù¢° ð£ìé¢è÷¢ îñ¤ö¢ â¿î¢¶è÷¤ù¢ õó¤õ®õñ¢ Üø¤ï¢¶ åô¤î¢¶ð¢ ðò¤ø¢ê¤
ªðø Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷ù Üõ¢ªõ¿î¢¶è÷£ô£ù â÷¤ò ªê£ø¢è¬÷ð¢ ð®è¢è¾ñ¢ , â¿î¾ñ¢ ðò¤ø¢ê¤
ªðøõ¤¼ñ¢¹«õ£ó¢ Üð¢ð£ìé¢è÷¤ô¢ ªî£ìó¢ê¢ê¤ò£èð¢ ðò¤ø¢ê¤ ªðø¾ñ¢ õö¤ò¬ñè¢èð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
õó¤õ®õ â¿î¢¶ð¢ ðò¤ø¢ê¤è¢° âù âì¢´ð¢ ð£ìé¢è÷¢ Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷ù åõ¢ªõ£¼ ð£ìºñ¢ Íù¢Á
ÃÁè¬÷ àì¢ªè£í¢´÷¢÷ù:
ºîø¢ÃÁ - ñ£íõÂè¢è£ù ªêò¢î¤è÷¢
Þóí¢ì£ñ¢ ÃÁ - Ýê¤ó¤òó¢ èø¢ð¤î¢î½è¢è£ù ªêò¢î¤è÷¢
Íù¢ø£ñ¢ ÃÁ - ªð£¶ê¢ ªêò¢î¤è÷¢
Since the launch of the site in December 1999, Tamil Kalam has added Tamil Learning
content every two weeks. Tamil Kalam is used by Tamils and others interested in learning
Tamil from all over the world. More importantly, the elementary school teachers in
Tamilnadu are using this resource to introduce the computer to students while teaching Tamil
in a novel and interesting manner.
Contrary to the norms of portals, this initiative is a low budget affair with contribution from
many quarters. Tamil Kalam lessons are developed by Prof. V. Ganapathy and Thiru. E.
Gomathy Nayagam of Chennai. Both are experienced teachers and authors of Tamilnadu
Tamil Textbooks for schools. The initiative is funded by the Elementary School Teachers
Federation. The portal is created, maintained and enhanced by KaNini Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

